Abstract. A block map is a map /: {0, 1}" -» {0, 1} for some n > 1. A block map / induces an endomorphism fx of the full 2-shift (X, a). We define composition of block maps so that (/ ° g)x = fx •> gx. The commuting block maps problem (for f) is to determine 6(f) = { g\f ° g = g ° /}. We solve the commuting block maps problem for a number of classes of block maps.
questions about block maps. Questions about block maps are often quite susceptible to solution as they can be phrased in finite combinatorial terms.
For/ G f, let e(/) = {ge^|/og = go/}.
The commuting block maps problem (for/) is to determine C(/). The solution to the analogously defined "commuting endomorphisms problem" follows from the solution to the commuting block maps problem. If F = am °/00 is an endomorphism, then {G\F ° G = G ° F) = {a" ° g\n G Z, g G Q(f)}.
In this paper, we solve the commuting block maps problem for a number of classes of block maps. A polynomial function in n variables over Z2 is a function of the form
2<V ••<*{'• • • Xn
where /', • • • i" ranges over the set of «-blocks. Any such function defines an «-block map. For example, the polynomial xt + x2 + x2x3 + 1 defines a 3-block map. It is well known [H, Theorem 19 .1] that distinct polynomial functions define distinct «-block maps. An elementary counting argument then shows that the set % of all «-block maps is identical with the set of polynomial functions in « variables over Z2-each set has 22" members.
Although the formal presentation of the theory in this paper makes no use of the polynomial representation of block maps, the commuting block maps problem was originally posed and solved in terms of polynomials. Indeed, the definitions and the statements of the results (although not necessarily the proofs) are often better understood in the language of polynomials. We shall sometimes provide the translation into this language.
The paper is structured as follows. § 1 is devoted to preliminaries. Much of the terminology and notation introduced is either new or differs from the standard terminology and notation of [H] . §2 deals with an important class of block maps, those which are linear in the first variable. §3 contains the solution to the commuting block maps problem for the class of linear block maps, those of the form a0 + "2,a¡x¡. In §4 we show that if f(x0 • • • xk) = x0 + (p(x{ • • ■ xk) where k > 2 and the full product x,x2 • ■ ■ xk is a summand of <p(jc, ■ • • xk), then (modulo translations) every member of 6(/) is the sum of an odd number of powers of/. In § §5 and 6 we solve the commuting block maps problem for/(x0 • • • xk) = x0 + II/.^a:, + <5,) where k > 2. We show that (modulo translations) ß{f) consists of either the set of all sums of an odd number of powers of /, or the set of all powers of /, depending on the least period of the A>block 5, • • • Sk.
It appears that a major stumbling block to a full solution to the commuting License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use block maps problem is the lack of any real understanding of factorization (with respect to composition) of block maps, the only exception being the case of linear maps, where the factorization problem was completely solved by J. D. Ferguson [F] . For example, the results of § §4-6 cited above can hold only for maps which have no commuting factors. Yet we have no method of determining whether a given map even has any proper factors.
It should be pointed out that our methods are peculiar to the full 2-shift. They rely heavily on the algebraic structure that the set of block maps inherits from Z2. The additive structure breaks down for subshifts and the multiplicative structure becomes much more complicated for full shifts on more than two symbols.
The authors wish to thank J. D. Ferguson for pointing out that our original results of §4 could be extended to a class of maps much larger than that considered in § §5 and 6.
1. Preliminaries. Under the usual definition of equality of functions (in particular, equal functions have the same domain), the correspondence between / and /oe is not one-to-one. For example, if / G % and g£Î2 are defined by /(*,) = xv g{xxx2) = xx, then f¥=g, but both fx and gx are the identity map of X. Since our motivation for studying block maps comes from their connection with endomorphisms, this notion of equality is too restrictive. We could define an equivalence relation ~ on ÍF by / ~ g provided fao = gx, and then study <Sr/~ instead of f. In fact, we will do this informally. We define equality in <$ as follows: if / G ^m and g£f" then / = g provided /(¿, Under this definition of equality, % ç f"+1 for all « > 1. Thus every «-block map may be thought of as an (« + l)-block map as well.
In the sequel, we shall define a number of properties of block maps and a number of operations of the set of block maps, usually by defining them on each Sj, separately. We shall omit the verifications that these properties and operations are well-defined.
We define the binary operation of composition ( ° ) on the set of block maps as follows. If / G ®sm and g G <5n, then g°/Gfm+"_,is defined by
where y, = f(x¡ ■ ■ ■ *,+__,) for 1 < i < «.
For example, iff(xlx2x3) = x, + x2{\ + x3), then g = / °/is calculated as follows.
giXfX^X^Xs) = /[*, + x2(l + x3), x2 + x3(l + x4), x3 + x4(l + x5)] = xl + x2(l + x3) +[x2 + x3(\ + *4)][l + x3 + x4(l + x5)] = (jc, + x2 + x2x3) + (x2 + x3 + x3x4)(\ + x3 + x4 + xAx5)
= (x, + x2 + x2x3) + (x2 + x2x3 + x2xA + x2xAx5)
There are three particular block maps which we will find useful in the sequel. The 1-block maps /, 0 and 1 are defined by /(*,) = x" 0(x,) = 0, l(x,) = 1.
Thus Ix is the identity map of X and hence / commutes with every block map.
We will use the power notation to denote repeated composition. Formally, f = / and for « > 0, /n+l = / °/n. It follows easily that /n+1 = f °/ as well, and hence {/"|« > 0} ç 6(f).
Our (partial) solution to the commuting block maps problem relies heavily on the algebraic structure that 5F inherits from Z2. We describe this structure below.
We define the binary operations of addition ( + ) and multiplication (•) on the set of block maps as follows. If / G < §m and gefn, then / + g, /• g Ĝ N, where N = max{w, «}, are defined by
We define addition and multiplication on X and on the set of endomorphisms similarly. It follows easily that (/ + g)oo = /oo + 8oo and (f-g)ao=fo0-ga0.
With operations + and -, *$ is a commutative ring with identity. Since /•/ = / for all /, there will be no confusion with the power notation f2 = / ° /, which we reserve for composition.
Composition distributes over addition and multiplication as follows.
(g + «)°/=g°/+«°/, (g-«)°/=(g°/) '(*•/)■ With operations + and ° , f satisfies all the axioms for a ring except the right distributive law: « ° (/ + g) need not equal « ° / + « ° g. For example, let/=0,g = land« = /+ 1.
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If g G <%n commutes with/, then the (« + l)-block map « defined by
also commutes with /. Therefore to determine 6(/), we need not look at "translated" maps like «, whose polynomial representation does not "involve" je,. We now introduce a formal device for effecting this reduction of the commuting block maps problem. We define the translation operator T on the set of block map as follows. If /Ef", then Tf £ §""+, is defined by
We shall often abbreviate this by writing 7/(05)= Tf(lB)=f(B).
The following properties of translation are easily derived.
(1.1) Lemma, (a) T is additive, i.e., T(f + g) = Tf + Tg. (b) eco = e{Tf).
It follows from (1.2) that 6(/) can be easily recovered from { g G ß(/)|g = Th for some «}.
Thus the number max{«|g = T"~lh for some «} will be of some interest to us.
Let / be a block map. The left and right extents, X(/) and p(/), of / are defined as follows. If/is constant (i.e.,/ = 0 or 1), then A(/) = p(/) = 0; if/ is not constant, then X(/) = max{«|/ = T"~xg for some g), p(/) = min{«|/ G f"}.
In terms of polynomials, if / is an «-block map then X(/) is the smallest and p(/) the largest subscript of a variable which appears in the polynomial representation of f(xl ■ ■ ■ xn).
We list some properties of A and p. We say a block map/is trivial provided \(f) = p(/). It is easy to see that/ is trivial if and only if / is constant or of the form T"I or T"I + 1 for some « > 0. For the most part, we will be concerned only with nontrivial block maps.
For each block map/ let
(1.4) Lemma. Let f be a block map. Then ß"(/) = {Tkg\k > 0, g G ß*(/)}.
Proof. Let « G ß"(/)-Then « is not constant, so « = Txw~lg for some g with X(g) = 1. Then g G ß(/) and so g G ß*(/).
Let « = r*g for some g G ß*(/). Since g is not constant, p(g) > 1. Hence p(«) > 1 and so « is not constant. But « G ß(/) and so « G ß"(/)-D It follows that to solve the commuting block maps problem for / it is sufficient to determine ß'(/) and ß*(/). The set ß'(/) is easily determined. If /€f", then 0 G ß(/) if and only if /(O") = 0 where 0" is the «-block consisting of all zeros. The analogous result holds with 1 in place of 0. The major portion of this paper ( § §3-6) will be devoted to the determination of ß *(/) for certain classes of block maps.
2. Linearity in the first variable. In this section we will be concerned with block maps of the form/(x, • • • xn) = x, + <p(x2 • • • xn), which we will call linear in the first variable. Linearity in the first variable is important in the study of endomorphisms of (X, a) because it is one of the simplest known properties of a block map / which implies that fx maps X onto X, fx is finite-to-one, fx preserves the Bernoulli ( \, \ )-measure, as well as various other properties (see [H] ). The main result of this section is that if / is nontrivial and linear in the first variable, then every member of ß*(/) is linear in the first variable. Let/be an n-block map with « > 2. Then we may write
We may either think of \p as the "coefficient" of x, in/(x, • • • x") or think of
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We introduce a formal device for picking out this quotient or coefficient. We define the quotient and remainder operators Q and R on the set of block maps as follows. Let /ESj; we may assume that « > 2. Then Qf, Rf G 9"_í are defined by 0(B) = f(0B) + f{\B), Rf(B) = f(0B).
The properties of Q and R listed below follow easily from the definitions. Proof. Let / G % ; we may assume that « > 2. Let g = 7 ■ Tg/ + 77Î/. To show that g = /, it suffices to show that for every (« -l)-block B, g(0B) = f(0B) and g(15) = f(\B). and so the first statement follows from (2.3). We prove the second statement by induction on k. Since
the statement is true for k = 1 by (2.3). Now suppose it is true for k. Then
The next two results are due to J. D. Ferguson [F] . We include proofs because of the relative inaccessibility of [F] . Thus p(/) = 4 and p(/ ° /) = 3.
The following theorem is an immediate consequence of (2.5) and (2.10).
(2.11) Theorem (Ferguson) . Iff G £, is nontrivial and g ° f = g, ?«e« g « C0«jta«/.
(2.12) Theorem. Iff G £, ¿s nontrivial, then ß*(/) Ç £,.
Proof. Let g G ß *(/). Since Qg ° f = Qg, Qg is constant by Ferguson's Theorem. If Qg = 0, then X(g) ¥= 1, therefore Qg -1, i.e., gEÊ,, □
We conclude this section with two results which will be useful in the solution of the commuting block maps problem for the class of block maps considered in § §4-6.
(2.13) Lemma. Iffe£iandg°f=h° f, then g = h.
Proof. It suffices to show that if g ° / = 0, then g = 0. Suppose g is not constant, i.e., p(g) > 1. Since p(/) > 1, by (2.10) we have p(g°/) = p(g)+p(/)-l > ITherefore g is constant. Since 1 ° / = 1, it follows that g = 0. □ (2.14) Lemma. Let f G £, and let n > 0. 77ie« g G ß(/) // and only if go/«Gß(/).
Proof. The "only if" statement is clear. Suppose then that g ° /" G ß(/).
3. Determination of ß(/) when / is linear. In this section we will be concerned with block maps of the form/(X[ • • • x") = a0 + 2a,x" which we will call linear. We will solve the commuting block maps problem for linear block maps.
Notation. Whenever the summation symbol 2 appears in this section without limits, the lower limit will be assumed to be 1 and the upper limit will be assumed to be finite.
A block map/is called linear, written/ G £, provided it is a finite sum of the form «o + 5>,Ti-17 where a, = 0 or 1. In terms of polynomials, an «-block map/ is linear if and only if there exist a0, av . . . , an = 0 or 1 such that
The nontrivial members of £ are easily recognized: a0 + '2aiT'~>I is nontrivial if and only if card{/' > l|a, = 1} > 2.
Let / = aQ + "2a¡T'~lI be linear. We say that / is homogeneous, written / G tH, or inhomogeneous, written/ G t¡, according as a0 = 0 or 1. We noted in § 1 that with operations + and ° the set of all block maps satisfies all the axioms for a ring except one of the distributive laws. However, £w is a ring, in fact it is a unique factorization domain.
(3.1) Theorem [F, p. 53] . With operations + and ° , tH is isomorphic to Z2 [x] , the ring of polynomials in one indeterminate over Z2.
Proof. The isomorphism is given by S^F-V^S^x'-1. □
We note the fact, first observed by Ferguson [F, Theorem 3.3] , that £w is characterized by its distributivity properties: / G tH if and only if / ° (g + h) = f ° g + / ° h for all g, «.
An immediate consequence of (3.1) is (3.2) Lemma. Iff G £", then tH ç 6(f).
(3.3) Lemma. Iff G £ is nontrivial, then 6(f) Ç £.
Proof. Let / = a0 + "£a¡T'~lI. Since / is not constant, a, = 1 for some / > 1. If A(/) > 1, i.e., if a, = 0, then /= TX(f)~lh where X(h) = 1. Since / G £, so is «, and Q(f) = G(h). Therefore we may assume that \(f) = 1, a, = 1, in particular/ G £,.
We will show by induction on p( g) that if g°/ + /°g is constant, then g G £.
Let p(g) = 0. Then g is constant and so g G £.
Suppose « > 1 and (*) is true for all block maps with right extent less than n. Let g°/ + /°gbe constant and let p(g) = «. Then Q(g ° / + / ° g) = 0
and so Q(g°f)= ö(/°g). But Q(g°f) = Qg°f and ß(/°g)= Qg.
Therefore by Ferguson's Theorem (2.11), Qg is constant, call it b.
We now have g = bl + TRg and p(7?g) < «. Thus g o/ = b(a0 + 2 a,r-'7) + 77*g ° /,
/°g = 62û,r-'7+/or7?g, and so
g°f + f°g = a0b+ T(Rgof + foRg).
Therefore T(Rg ° f + f ° Rg) is constant and hence so is Rg ° / + / ° Rg. By the inductive hypothesis, 7?g G £. Therefore g G £. n Let / = a0 + 2 a, V ~ '7 be linear. We say that / is even or odd according as card{/ > 1|a, = 1} is even or odd. We now turn our attention to nonconstant, trivial block maps, i.e., those of the form T"I or T"I + 1. By (1.2), we may assume that « = 0. Since I commutes with all block maps, we need only consider/ =7+1. The lack of economy of the "polynomial" approach should now be clear. For the remainder of this section, we proceed formally.
Notation. For the remainder of this section, / = 7 + Ttp where p(<p) = k > 2 and Q k<p = 1. In particular, 7?/ = <p. Proof. By (2.12), g G £,, so we write g = 7 + 77?g. Since/ = 7 + TRf, we have g°f + f°g= T(Rg + Rg°f+ Rf+ Rf°g). We define an operator L on the set of block maps as follows:
Lxp = e*-'^ + e*-ty°/+ Txp.
The properties of L listed below follow from the definition of L and the properties of T and Q listed earlier. Proof. Let p(\p) = nk + r where « > 0 and 0 < r < k -1. We show that r = 0 by induction on «.
Let « = 0. Then p(\p) < k -1 and so by repeated application of (2.2), p(Qk~ '«//) = 0-Therefore g*~ ty is constant and so e*-ty + e*-ty°/=o.
Hence L^ = T\p and so 7»^ is constant. Therefore p(\p) = 0. Let « > 1 and suppose the lemma is true for all nonnegative integers less than «. Let Lip be constant and p(\p) = nk + r. Then Qk~x\p = ai + Tip' where p(\p') = (« -1)A + r and L»// is constant. By the inductive hypothesis, r = 0. □ Suppose Lxp is constant. We associate with xp a sequence a, = a¡ (xp), i > 0, defined by repeated application of (4.5). Specifically, let xp0 = xp and for n>0,Qk-xxp" = anI+ Txpn+i. It follows from (4.5) that if Lxp is constant and p(xp) = nk, then a¡(xp) = 0 and xp¡ = 0 for all i > n.
The next result is an immediate consequence of the additivity of T, Q and L. For all j > 0, a,(i//) = a¡(xp) + a,(7?/"), and since p(xf) = p(7?/n) = «A, a"-M) = tf"_,(7?/") = I-Therefore a"_,(i//) = 0 and so by (4.8), p(uV) 7¿= nk. Therefore 0 < m < « -1. □ (4.10) Lemma, If Lxp = 0, then xp is a sum of remainders of powers off.
Proof. By (4.6), p(xp) = nk for some « > 0. We prove the lemma by induction on «.
Let « = 0. Then xp = 0 is the empty sum. Suppose « > 1 and the lemma is true for all nonnegative integers less than «. Let Lxp = 0 and p(xp) = «A. Let xP' = xp + Rf". Then Jty' = 0 and p(xP') = mk where 0 < m < « -1. By the inductive hypothesis, xp' is a sum of remainders of powers of / and therefore so is xp = xp' + Rf". □ ). i=i If yr+i =1 + 5, for 1 < i < k, then in particular, yJ+r = 1 + 5, for 1 < / < k -r. However yJ+r = 1 + 8J+r for 1 < j < k -r, so Ô, = 8J+r for 1 < j < A -r. Therefore /• is a period of 8x ■ ■ ■ 8k, contradicting the minimality of p. Proof. It suffices to show that ß*(/) Q {f\n > 0}. Let g G ß*(/). By (4.11), g = 2tLo/"1' where j > 0. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 0 < m0 < • ■ ■ < m^. We show that s = 0.
Suppose s > 1. By (2.14) we may assume that m0 = 0. Since/ G £,, so is fm> and hence /"' maps X onto X [H, Theorem 6.6] . Therefore there exists x G A' such that/£'(x) = y. Since Proof. If k < p + r -1, then there is nothing to prove. Suppose k > p + r. We show that b¡ = bi+r for 1 < i < k -r. We will write a, = r~x(I + 8¡) and y8, = T'(Rf"' + • • • +Rf"2'). The above product then is II*=1(a, + ß,), and a" /?, are elements of *$, which is a commutative ring with identity (with operations + and •).
We will derive some "orthogonality" relations involving the a's and /Ts which will simplify the expansion of the product. We first indicate the consequences of the orthogonality relations.
(6.3) Lemma. Let A be a commutative ring with identity. Let A > 2 and let a¡, ßj G A for 1 < i < k and j > 1. Let 2 < p < k and for 1 < r < p -1, let mr = min{p -1, A -r). If
(1) ßjßJ+r = Oforj > 1 and K r < p -1, (3) For « > 1, <p" = 7?/". Therefore/" = 7 + r<p". In particular, <px = n?_ ,7"'" '(7 + 5,.).
(4)<p' = nfr11r-1(7 + 5,). The main orthogonality results will be that <pm • Tr<p" = 0forl < r < p -1. We will then use (6.3) to show that if g is the sum of an odd number of powers of /, then g ° f + f ° g can be written as a sum of products of the form T(<pm ■ Tr(p") where 1 < r < p -1. Let g, « be block maps. We say g is a factor of « provided « = g • «' for some block map «'. It follows from the definition that g is a factor of « if and only if Tg is a factor of 77t.
(6.4) Proposition.
tp' is a factor of <¡o" and for 1 < r < p -1, Trqpr is a factor of tpx.
Proof. It is clear that tp' is a factor of <p,. Suppose 1 </■</>-1. Then r-<pr= II r-'(7 + ó\).
i-r+l
Since wr + r < A, Tr<pr is a factor of tpx. □ (6.5) Proposition. 7/ 1 < r < p -1, then Tr<p' • 7"ipr = 0. The first three summands are zero by (a,), (b"+1) and (a"+1) respectively. But («ft. °f) ■ (TrVn °f) = (<Pn-Tr<Pn) "/which is zero by (c"). Therefore <p"+1 • T'9m+l-0.
(d"+1): By (2.8), tpn+l = tpn + tpx »/». By (d"), tp' is a factor of tpn and by (e"), tp' is a factor of <p, ° /". Therefore cp' is a factor of <pn+,.
(eB+I): For 1 < / < A, let <x¡ = T'~\I + 8,) and for/ > 1, let A = P<pn+1. Then <p, ° /" + 1 = II;=1(a, + A)-^ suffices to show that conditions (1) and (2) of (6.6) hold. By (c"+I), tpn+x ■ Trtpn+i = 0 and so Ptpa+X ■ P+rtpn+t = 0, i.e., ßjßj+r = 0 and so (1) holds. By (dn + 1), Trtp' is a factor of Trtpn + l, i.e., Trtp' is a factor of ßr and so (2) As in the proof of (c"+,) of (6.7), (2) of (6.6) hold.
Let 1< /•</>-1. By (6.7), tpn ■ Trtpn = 0, so Ptpn ■ P+rtpn = 0, i.e., ßjßJ+r = 0 and (1) holds. By (6.7) again, Trtp' is a factor of Trtpn, i.e., Trtp' is a factor of A and (2) holds. □ Therefore it suffices to show that conditions (1) and (2) of (6.6) hold. Let 1 < r < p -1. By (6.8), tpm ■ Ttpn = 0 for all m,n> \. Thus Ptpm • P+rtpn+x = 0 for all/, m, « > 1, and since it follows that AA+' = 0' i-e-> (1) holds. By (6.7), tp' is a factor of <p" for all « > 1, so TV is a factor of 2^1, rr<p", i.e., Trtp' is a factor of ßr and so (2) holds. □ Proof. Every sum of an odd number of powers of / is linear in the first variable and hence has left extent one. So by (4.11), it suffices to show that every sum of an odd number of powers of/commutes with/.
Let g = 2;i0/"'. If s = 0, then g = /"° G ß(/), so we may assume s > 1. By (2.14), we may assume that «0 = 0 and «, > 1 for 1 < i < 2s. Then using (6.10) and (6.9), 
